Unpredictable interference of new transcranial motor-evoked potential monitor against the implanted pacemaker.
Recently, NuVasive NV-M5 nerve monitoring system, a new transcranial motor-evoked potential (TcMEP) monitor, has been introduced with the spread of flank-approach spinal operations such as extreme lateral interbody fusion, to prevent nerve damage. Conventional TcMEP monitors use changes in MEP wave patterns, such as amplitude and/or latency, whereas the NV-M5 nerve monitor system first measures the MEP baseline waveform from the transcranial-evoked potential then measures the electric current necessary to obtain the standard of the previous baseline wave pattern at subsequent monitoring times. The NV-M5 monitor determines nerve damage according to the increase in necessary electric current threshold. The NV-M5 monitor also uses a local electrical stimulation mode to monitor the safety of setting screws into the lumbar vertebrae. In this way, various electrical stimulations with various durations and frequencies are used, and electrical noise may result in unpredictable interference with cardiac pacemakers. We performed anesthetic management of extreme lateral interbody fusion surgery using the NV-M5 in a patient with an implanted pacemaker, during which TcMEP stimulation caused interference with the implanted pacemaker.